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SN Work Description unit Total Qty Unit Rate Total Amount Remarks

A. Dismantle Works

Total estimated 

cost is RS 

150000

1 Breaking of RCC slab and beams and disposing it up to 30m cft 537

2
Breaking of Brickwork made in C/S mortar cleaning it and 

storing it up to 30m.
cft 991

3
Removing the brickwork from foundation and storing it upto 

30m
cft

Total

B. Temporary toilet

Total Estimated 

Cost is RS 

100000

1

Preparing 4 nos of temporary Toilet using bamboo and CGI 

sheet for walls and Roof as prescribed by the supervisor, and 

fitting 4 Pans all complete as per instruction

L/S 4

2
Preparing  temporary septic tank using 4' Dia well rings, digging 

and placing all complete as per instruction
nos 20

Total

C. Construction of New Toilet

Total Estimated 

Cost is RS 

2,740,000

1 Earthwork in Excavation

a) Earth Excavation in hard soil or as per site condition and 

carrying the earth up to 30m outside or inside of site.
C.Ft. 28531.56

2 One layer Flat Brick soling

One layer Flat Brick soling in foundation and inside toilets in 

perfect line, level and thickness as per instruction
sqft 1564.83

3 P.C.C. (1:3:6:)

Preparing mixing and laying of Plain cement concrete in 

Foundation and inside toilets using prescribed brand of cement 

and aggregates all complete as per drawing and instruction 

from supervisor

C.Ft. 230.27

4 R.C.C. works 

a) M20 plain cements concrete of 1:1.5:3 for R.C.C. works with 

cement, sand and aggregate including mixing, laying and curing 

of the concrete as per specification. 

C.Ft. 245.03
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5 Formwork (Fairface using plywood)

Formwork shuttering for any shape and size of lintels bands 

and beams works as per design and instruction of Engineer. 

Scaffolding, fixing etc, for formwork all cost to included

Sq.Ft. 835

6 Reinforcement Steel

TMT Rebar of Fe500 grade including straightening, cleaning, 

bending, cutting and fixing in position of any shape and size 

with 20BG annelaled tying GI wire as per drawing and 

specification. 

Kgs. 1498.451

7 Brickwork

Brickwork constructed with 1st class chimney bhatta brick of 

uniform size in cement sand mortar in 1:6 or 1:4 ratio as per 

specification for substructure  with preparation of cement 

mortar , laying and curing the whole work all complete.

cft 1441.65

Dry Interlock Brickwork constructed with Standard Interlock 

brick of uniform size for superstructure  with preparation of 

lime mortar (1:3) for void filling , laying and curing the whole 

work all complete.

cft 921.92

8 CGI sheet Roof

Preparing CGI sheet Roof with Coloured CGI Sheet of known 

brand and thickness in Borax Treated Bamboos with metal 

Plate Stiffners all complete as per drawing and instruction from 

the supervisor.

sqft 1048.464

9 Plaster works

Plastering with specified mortar mix ratio in any level, size and 

shape of wall, band, blocks etc. as required including racking, 

watering cleaning of base , platering to plumb, line, level, 

smoothness etc. and including curing and cost of necessary 

scaffoldings works all complete as per drawings and 

specifications.

A) 20 mm thick C/S (1:6) plaster on external walls sqft 364.65

B) 12.5 mm thick C/S (1:4) plaster on internal walls sqft 759.26

C) 2mm thick punning sqft 214.03

10 Tile works

Supplying and Laying 10mm thick normal standard porecelyne 

glazed Tile with 1:4 cement sand mortar

In walls sqft 1185.56

in floors sqft 602.7

11 Painting works

Supplying and whitewashing the wall surfaces with 2 coats of 

white cement as per instruction
sqft 1123.91

Supplying and painting the Interior and exterior wall surface 

with two coat of paint of approved brand and uniform shade.
sqft 1123.91

12 Wooden Doors

Supplying and fixing wooden frame of DOOR with necessary 

fittings all complete
cft 24.63

13 Pipe fitting

complete pan and sanitation fitting work

14 Electric work



complete wirring with materials

Total 

Grand Total 0.00 Rupees

Total Amount : 0.00


